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Primary Division: Problems II

P2.1. Eighty five per cent of the people who received invitations to a party in the post sent
acceptance letters. Two of the invitations sent out by post were incorrectly addressed and
not received. Of the people who responded with acceptance letters, one foolishly forgot
the date, another made a late excuse by text but arranged for someone else to go in their
place and four others, when the day came, found themselves laid up with colds and
unable to go.
Three of the guests who attended the party were invited personally by the host and sent
no written acceptance letters.
Forty-five people were invited to the party. How many attended it?

P2.2. John, Kenneth, Liam, Martin and Norman were the five finalists in the Mr Puny Scotland contest.
They had each won the contest in their local town or city. These were Aberdeen, Bathgate, Crieff,
Dundee and Edinburgh, but only the organisers of the competition and the commentators knew
which finalist came from which town.
In the final, they stood in a line flexing whatever muscles they could find. The commentator
decided to make the contest more interesting for the audience by giving clues to the identity of
each contestant  and where they were standing on the stage. Here are the clues:
Clue 1: Mr Aberdeen is standing at the opposite end to Mr Bathgate.
Clue 2: Kenneth won the Mr Dundee contest but is now so exhausted that he has to lean against

Liam.
Clue 3: Liam is standing twice as many places to the right of Mr Bathgate as he is to Mr

Edinburgh.
Clue 4: Norman looks as if he wants to have a chat with Kenneth but one other competitor is

standing in the way.
Clue 5: John has put up his hand because he wants to go to the toilet, but no matter which way

he goes he will have to push past two contestants.
Identify which town each competitor represents and explain your reasoning.

SEE OVER FOR QUESTION P2.3.
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Please write your solutions on A4 paper and staple the above form to them.

PLEASE WRITE YOUR NAME ON EVERY PAGE.
Send your entry through your school to the organiser of the section.

For further information on the competition, please see the School Materials which have been distributed to
schools. A copy of these Materials can be obtained from 

http://www.wpr3.co.uk/MC/materials/index.html
There are separate links for primary and secondary schools. This page also includes a list of authorities in
each section and names and addresses of section organisers.

P2.3. entrance

exit

A plan of a museum is shown above.  A visitor to the museum tried to organise his route from
entrance to exit to ensure he saw everything in the museum by going through each of the doorways
between display areas exactly once.  But he was unable to find a route.  Explain why not, and
identify the doorway(s) he will have to miss out on a route which most nearly satisfies his wishes.

END OF PROBLEM SET II

CLOSING DATE FOR RECEIPT OF SOLUTIONS : 25 November 2022

Look out for Problems III in January!
Look on the SMC web site:  www.scot-maths.co.uk  for information about Mathematical Challenge.
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